Chapter 4
TRANSITS - Motion of the Planets
SUN

Approximately one year per zodiac
[The Sun’s motion is about one degree a day or
2 1/2 minutes per hour]

MOON

Approximately one month per zodiac
[Daily motion about 13 degrees, speed varying
between 12 and 15 degrees irregularly]

MERCURY

Approximately one year per zodiac
[Mercury is never more than 28 degrees from
the Sun]

VENUS

Approximately one year per zodiac
[Venus is never more than 48 degrees from the
Sun]

MARS

Approximately two years or about 22 months
per zodiac

JUPITER

Approximately 12 years per zodiac
Approximately 1 year per sign
Approximately 2 1/2 degrees per month
Approximately 5-15 minutes per day

SATURN

Approximately 29 1/2 years per zodiac
Approximately 2 1/2 years per sign
Approximately 1 degree per month

URANUS

Approximately 84 years per zodiac
Approximately 7 years per sign
Approximately 4 1/2 degrees per year
Approximately 1 minute per day

NEPTUNE

Approximately 165 years per zodiac
Approximately 14 years per sign
Approximately 2 degrees per year

PLUTO

Approximately 248 years per zodiac
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GENERAL YEARLY FORECAST FOR CLIENT
Progressions - Directions - Transits
You have completed the calculations for the year ahead for your
client and you are now ready to interpret these calculations. Your
client’s chart shows the following for the coming year:
Jupiter p - Moon r
Mars s - Sun r
Saturn s - Neptune r
Transiting Jupiter/Saturn conjunct Neptune r
Working with your keywords you will forecast at a glance.
First, you see progressed Jupiter contacting your client’s
natal Moon. You will remember that progressions indicate a
psychological condition. Progressed Jupiter will bring your
client a happy [Moon] emotional state. This pleasant, out-going
feeling will undoubtedly bring opportunities to your client.
Chapter 1 in the Compendium gives you keywords representing
the Moon. There are keywords describing Jupiter and the
effective and ineffective manifestations of the influence of these
planets.
Chapter 2 goes even further with this interpretation. It gives you
the result of a contact of Jupiter/Moon (remember that Moon/
Jupiter reads the same).
You see the obvious happy emotional outlook for the effective
manifestation. There is the tendency toward extravagance,
carelessness and the growth of indulgent habits. You will
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mention the need for moderation to your client at this stage of
your consultation; emphasizing the effective manifestation of
the outgoing emotions brings new opportunities.
Next, there is a Mars direction to your client’s natal Sun. Mars will
energize the self-expression and the person. The Mars maleness
will make your client more aggressive and more confident than
they have been previously.
If your client is a very disciplined person then there may be a year
ahead of vigorous energy put into various activities resulting in
some very productive conclusions.
If your client is not a very disciplined person then there can be
rash events and accidents. These events and accidents will be
activated by Mars transits to the client’s natal Sun, so you will
quickly note any upcoming transits in your yearly ephemeris and
forewarn your client.
You have gotten this quality interpretation by reading the Sun
and Mars keywords and reviewed the table listing the contact of
Mars/Sun (remember Sun/Mars reads the same).
When you see this combination, you noted the ineffective Mars/
Sun could be stubbornness, obstinacy, and belligerency.
This gives you a clue as to how negative behavior could cause
accidents for your client. It would be wise to emphasize here the
great potential for ambition and determination in some project
but they should be mindful of the possibility of belligerence and
obstinacy causing obstacles or accidents.
Next, you see directed Saturn to natal Neptune. Directed Saturn
will discipline your client’s Neptune idealism.
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This is not an easy direction. Saturn will do this by ending old
conditions and creating new and better ones by destroying your
client’s false idealism.
Important: If your client is a person who is unusually sensitive
then there will be a health factor connected with the dissolution
of the Neptune outlook by the individual.
Here again you have created this solid interpretation by
reading the keywords for Saturn and Neptune along with the
very informative Saturn/Neptune table. Saturn/Neptune in
the ineffective manifestation is anxiety and may even cause
depression and illness.
Naturally at this point in the consultation you will stress the great
potential for success this year through the application of method
and practical idealism. You will also stress the need to guard the
tendency to emotionalize things instead of using common sense
and practicality.
Lastly, you see a major transit of Jupiter and Saturn to Neptune.
This Jupiter/Saturn combination or conjunction will bring a
strong philosophic outlook.
Reading the effective and ineffective combination of Jupiter/
Saturn tells that this strong, philosophic planetary twosome will
help ease the impact of the difficult Saturn/Neptune direction.
Saturn brings solid reality to your client’s Neptune, thus
destroying a long held dear and unhealthy fantasy condition.
The above interpretation was done without any research into
the natal chart and yet it is a very quality, concrete, professional
interpretation!
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